	
  
Innovation Lab on Dynamical Systems Theory, Peace and Conflict
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, July 8th-12th, 2013
Agenda
Dear DST Lab Participants:
We have now reviewed your responses to our three questions for the Lab – thank you for your
input!
As you can imagine, the opportunities to learn from one another are considerable. There are a
variety of conceptual models (11) and constructs (14), research methods/projects (15 plus several
case studies), practical applications (about 20), and meta-process concerns (teaching venues,
managing donor expectations, communicating systems thinking, etc.) that emerge from the
responses (see summary below).
Here is a structured agenda for our time together that we feel will provide excellent avenues for
sharing innovations and act as a springboard for new thinking and action.
This event will focus primarily on effective, successful dynamical-systems innovations. There are
many gaps, problems, constraints, challenges, etc. with systems-approaches that we can discuss –
but that we can also get mired in. This event will intentionally focus on success stories of
effective DST innovations – to provide a sense of possibility. The limits and challenges will be
present but will be mostly tabled and catalogued for future discussions.
As there are many metaphors, concepts, models, and methods to share, we are asking participants
to draft a 2-page, single-space concept note on the effective model, method, study or practice
they wish to share – which we will convert to pdf and send as a reader 3 weeks prior to the
gathering (If you mentioned an innovation, your name is associated with it in the attached
summary. Please provide a 2-page concept note on this innovation by June 1, 2013. Email
to cs2913@tc.columbia.edu ). Case studies can be offered, but only as context for presentations
of effective tools and interventions.
The week will combine presentations and discussions with team-based action. It will involve the
following activities:
1) Participants arriving fully prepared conceptually by completing the required prereading, which includes:
o Pre-reading packet of 2-page concept notes (provided by mid-June).
o Background information on client organization.

	
  
o Vallacher, R., Nowak, A., Coleman, P. C., Bui-Wrzosinska, L., Leibovitch,
L., Kugler, K. & Bartoli, A. (2013). Attracted to Conflict: The Emergence,
Maintenance and Transformation of Malignant Social Relations. Springer.
o Coleman (2011). The Five Percent: Finding Solutions to Seemingly
Impossible Conflicts. Perseus Books.
o Ricigliano, R. (2012). Making Peace Last. Paradigm.
o Burns, D. (2007). Systemic Action Research: A Strategy for Whole System
Change. Policy Press.
o Daniela Körppen/Norbert Ropers/Hans J. Giessmann (eds.) The Non-Linearity
of Peace Processes. Theory and Practice of Systemic Conflict Transformation.
Opladen/Farmington Hills: Budrich 2011.
o Eoyang. G. H. & Holladay, R. J. (2013). Adaptive Action: Leveraging
Uncertainty in Your Organization. Publisher: Stanford University Press.
2) On Day 1, we will create 4 project teams, each led by 2 of the core faculty, that
will meet every evening for 2 hours to discuss (perhaps with members of the client
group) implications of the day’s learning for the work of the client. The teams will
each have a focus on somewhat different aspects of engagement with the client,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

background and needs assessment (conducted prior to the event by UWM Team
and distributed as pre-reading),
problem-solution complexity feedback mapping and identification of points of
leverage for change (Group 1),
strategies for building-up networks of effective action for long-term sustainability
(Group 2),
strategies for breaking down destructive or ineffective patterns of action (Group
3),
action-plan for mobilizing change, adaptation and impact assessment (Group 4).

3) Structured presentations or poster sessions to showcase: a) conceptual models
and constructs, b) research methods/projects, and c) practical applications. For
example, if we have a poster session for conceptual models – DST, SAT, SAR, CDE, etc.
– this would allow people to learn more about and interrogate the models they are least
familiar with.
4) Mixed break-out groups after sessions a, b and c to distill learnings and
implications/applications. After each presentation session, we will organize to work in
small groups to identify:

	
  

a) A basic set of complex systems, conflict and peace principles, and
b) An understanding of the complementarities and distinctions of the different models
and methods.
Each group will present their synthesis in a report-out to the large group.

5) Synthesis: Convening as a large group for client presentations and planning for group
projects, products and next steps. There are also a variety of potential products and outcomes
that could come out of this event. They include:
o A documentary film or set of brief interviews of the participants on innovations. We
are exploring the possibility of bringing in a documentary film maker to document the
proceedings and to examine multidisciplinary, theory-practice learning.
o An edited book?
o An edited journal?
o A set of case studies?
o Continued development of our website?
o A joint applied project or projects, including continuation with the client group.
o Funding and scheduling of future Labs.

Agenda
Day 1 will focus on an overview and then on conceptual models, client work in PM,
Day 2 will focus on research, client work in PM,
Days 3-4 will focus on practice – culminating in a real-time presentation to the client group on
Day 4,
Day 5 will focus on meta-concerns, projects, products and next steps.

	
  
Summary of Participant Responses:
Complex Dynamical Systems: Theory, Metaphors, Models & Mathematics
o Conceptual models:
§ Dynamical Systems theory - Attractor Landscape Model (DST Team)
§ Complex-Adaptive, Social-Ecological Systems (Ehlinger)
§ SAT Model (Ricigliano)
§ Systemic Action Research (Burns)
§ HSD – DCE Model (Eoyang)
§ Adaptive Action (Eoyang)
§ Relational, mixed-motive Model (Gadlin, De Waal)
§ Critical Realism (Geller)
§ Sandpiles and critical transitions (Leibovitch)
§ Regulatory mechanisms and social network structures for sustainable peace
(Praszkier)
§ Snowden’s Complexity Principles (Wilson-Grau)
o Constructs (Core Faculty):
§ Complexity
§ Complex Systems
§ Multi Levels
§ Dynamical Systems (Time and Space)
§ Non-linearity (Surprise!)
§ Unintended consequences
§ Emergence,
§ Self-organization,
§ Attractors,
§ Networks
§ Feedback loops
§ Resilience
§ Resonance
§ Internal-external complexity fit
o Summary: Basic Principles?

	
  
New Research and Research Methods:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Experimental psychological research on latent attractors (Bui-Wrzosinska).
How to measure latent attractors?
Predictive analytics (Ehlinger).
Multi-metric indicators (Ehlinger).
Multi-agent systems, forecasting and data-collection (Geller)
Optimality research (Kugler and Coleman),
Action Identification research (Michaels),
DCL Data collection and new analysis (Kugler & Leibovitch)
Non-linear escalation studies (Bui-Wzosinska).
Research on shifts between agreement and disagreement (Michaels)
Attractors in time-series data (Michaels)
Rigorous measurement and analysis of primary dynamics?
Mathematical modeling and computer simulations: Cooperation-competition
(Leibovitch), Crude Law Model (Nowak), Complexity model (Nowak).
Systemic evaluation research (Burns).
Impact evaluation (Wilson-Grau)
Outcome harvesting (Smith)
Assessing unintended consequences (Smith).
Archival research: Correlates of War dataset, Uppsala data sets (??).

Applications: Addressing Realities on the Ground
o ALM Three Practices (Coleman)
§ Complicate to Simplify (conflict analysis and feedback loop mapping)
§ Build up and Tear down (strategic action: disassembly and reconfiguration of
an existing attractor; activation or creation of a latent attractor; change in the
number and types of attractors)
§ Change to Stabilize (adaptation and sustainability)
o Attractor Software Model (Nowak and Bui-Wzrosinska)
o SAT Model (Ricigliano)
§ Structure
§ Attitudes
§ Transactions
o Systemic Action Research (Burns)
§ Principles
§ Practices: Resonance, juxtaposition and collage.

	
  
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Aguirre Center SHD Approach (Espiau).
IPP in Thailand (Ropers): 7 tools of conflict analysis
Listening to the system tools (Ropers)
Discourse theory in practice (Ropers)
PICOT in Sierra Leone (Smith): Force field, systemic connections, conflict tree, ABC
triangle, fuel tool, SPARKS, conflict pillars tool.
Tools for unraveling and affecting latent attractors (Bui-Wrzosinska).
Analyzing and modeling opposition systems and spoilers (Gal).
Acupuncture approach to conflict transformation (Gal)
Military operational design (Gal)
Gaming and futuring (Grattan)
African innovation in peacebuilding (Kimani)
Complexity mapping for design, planning, evaluation and institutionalization (Chigas,
Fisher, Roos, Gray & Ricigliano): Use of PowerPoint and Prezi for multi-levelmapping (Burgess).
Mapping spider-web networks of relationships (Smith)

Meta-Process Issues
o
o
o
o
o

Translation and dissemination (Burgess)
Teaching Venues: MOOCs (Burgess).
How to facilitate the mindset change to non-linearity? (Ricigliano)
Translating DST for funders (Burgess)
How to engage the private sector? (J Fisher)

